Tee Shirt and Jeans for Feel Better Friends
This pattern is designed to fit the Feel Better Friends crochet doll. My doll was made with Vanna's
Choice worsted yarn and a size E hook. My finished doll is 12 ½ inches tall. Her clothing was made
with dk/sportweight yarn and a size D hook. The T-shirt is a loose fit to easily fit over her jeans.

Materials:
-DK or sport weight yarn. Model used Stylecraft Special DK weight
-Size D crochet hook
-3/8 to ½ inch buttons for Tee shirt and jeans.
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Gauge: 5sc = 1 inches
Tee Shirt (long or short sleeve). Leave a long tail at the beginning to make buttonhole loops.
Beginning ch1 does NOT count as the first sc.
1: (right side) Ch31, sc in the second ch from the hook and each ch across, ch1, turn. 30 sc
2: (Sc in the first st, two sc in the next st) across; do not work the last increase, ch1, turn. 44Sc
3: Sc in the first five sts, two sc in the next, ch5, skip the next 10sts, two sc in the next st, sc in the next
10 sts, two sc in the next st, ch5, skip 10 sts, two sc in the next st, sc in the last five sts, ch1, turn. 28Sc,
10ch
4: Sc in each st and ch across, ch1,turn. 38Sc
5-9: Sc in each st across, ch1,tun. 38 sc. At the end of row 9 join, ch1, turn. Work in joined rounds,
turning at the end of each round.
10-19: Sc in each sc around, join, ch1, turn. 38 sc. At the end of round 19, sl st loosely around the
bottom edge of the T-shirt. Fasten off.

Sleeves: with the right side facing you, join yarn in the middle stitch under the arm. The sleeves are
worked in joined round, turning at the end of each round.
1: Join with sc in the middle stitch under the arm, sc in the next two sts, sc in the side of the next st, sc
in the 10 stitches over the top of the armhole, sc in the side of the next st, sc in the last two sts under the
arm, join, ch1, turn. 17Sc
2-19: Sc in each sc around, join, ch1, turn. 17sc. At the end of round 19, sl st loosely around the
sleeve, fasten off.
With 19 rounds, the sleeves fall just above the wrist. Work two more rounds for sleeves at the wrist.
For short sleeves, work the sleeves to the desired length.
Using the long tail at the neck edge, ch5, sl st in the next row for a ch5 buttonhole loop. Sew a button
opposite the loop.
For the flower appliqué on the Tshirt, iron a piece of fusible interfacing to the wrong side of the fabric
you want to use. Make a pattern, in this case a flower, and draw it on the interfacing and cut out.
Using glue, paint the interfaced side of the appliqué with glue, then place it on the Tshirt. Put a piece
of plastic or saran wrap under the crocheting so the glue doesn't seep through to the other side. Let it
dry, then sew a button to the center, if desired.

Blue Jeans. Leave a long tail at the beginning to make a buttonhole loop. Beginning ch2 does NOT
count as the first dc.
1: Ch33, sc in the second ch from the hook and each ch across, ch1, turn. 32Sc
2: Sc in each sc across, ch2, turn. 32Sc
3: BLO, (dc in the first three sc, two dc in the next sc) across, join, ch2, do NOT turn. 40Dc
4-6: Dc in each dc around, join ch2, do not turn. 40Dc. At the end of round 6, ch3

leg dividing row:
7: Skip the first 20 dc, sl st in the next st, ch2, dc in the same st as ch2 and the next 19 dc, dc the next
three ch together, join, ch2, do not turn. 21dc.
8: Dc in the next 19 dc, dc the next two dc tog, join, ch2, do not turn. 20Dc
9-15: Dc in each dc around, join, ch2 do not turn. 20Dc At the end of round 15, ch1.
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16: Sc in each sc around, join, fasten off. Repeat for the second leg.
Using the tail at the beginning, ch5, sl st in the first dc of the third row for the ch5 buttonhole loop.
Sew a button opposite and you're done!

Shoes: Worked in white for soles and contrasting color for uppers. Work in unjoined spirals. The
shoes fit my doll a bit tight. Make one; if it seems too tight, go up a hook size.
1: With white, ch2, seven sc in the second ch from the hook. 7Sc
2: Two sc in each sc around. 14Sc
3: (Sc in the first st, two sc in the second ) six times, sc in the last two sc. 20 sc
4: sl st loosely in each st. 20 sl st
5: Sc in the sc stitches of round 3, NOT in the sl sts of round 4. Join contrasting color at the end of
round 5
6: BLO sc in each sc around. 20 sc
7-8: Sc in each sc around. 20 sc
9: Sc in the first five sc, (Sc next two sts tog) five times, sc in the last five sc. 15 sc
10: Sc in each sc around. Fasten off.
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